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TracStar Self Propelled 
Rail Saw

When you need something that costs a fraction of a bridge 
saw i.e. to start a business or increase capacity, but 
produces a more consistent, repeatable cut than a hand 
driven stone saw.

The industry’s only self 
propelled rail saw

Features Benefits
•  Drive Motor: Forward/Stop/Reverse, 

Speed 0 to 6 ft. per minute
•  Self propelled saw gives you more  

consistent, easier to execute cuts  
than a hand driven machine

•  Power: Cuts through one foot of  
¾” Texas Pink granite in 8 seconds

•  Increased Productivity
 

•  4’6”, 7’6” and 12’ Rails •  Gives you application flexibility

•  One year warranty •  Gives you peace of mind

•  Durability – Coming Soon •  Increased Durability

Part Number TracStar 

Motor 3450 rpm, 1.5 HP, 4.5 ft lbs torque

Power 110V, 60 Hz

Current 18.8 Amps

Driver Speed Adjustable up to 6 ft. per minute

Uncrated Weight

(Saw) 110 lbs

(Rail Set) 75 lbs

Crated Weight

(Saw) 160 lbs

(Rail Set) 90 lbs 

Blades Uses 7”, 8”, 10” blade

Rails 4’6”, 7’6”, 12’ lengths

 Blade: Stone Thickness, up to:
7”  1 ¾”

8” 2 ¼” 

10” 3 ¼”

I wanted to start my own granite fabrication 
business, without investing in an expensive 
bridge saw; and the TracStar made it possible. 
The sturdy rails make long, precise cuts, and 
the accessories give me all the flexibility I need 
to take on virtually any job.”

Guido Massimi, Valley Stone World

“It is not very often I run into someone so help-
ful with customer service. The TracStar got here 
when you said it would, and we had it up and 
running the day we received the vise. You folks 
make a great saw!”

Ron Lambert, Feather River Tile


